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Introduction

Hi all,
Just a quick note I have just finished the Dragon
Land Expansion. This his the first time I have uploaded any of my work, so I hope it’s ok.
This Expansion his more of tribute expansion, to all
the Great Dragon Cards, you people have made.....
I have made a lot of changes on the cards text, the
reason behind this was to try and get them to fit into
the expansion board, I hope this does not upset anybody who made the original card........
Right a few things about the expansion. Do you
remember first time you played Talisman and drew a
Dragon Card, I can and nearly 20 years ago. You must
try to stop the Dragon Invasion of the Realms by going
to the Dragon Lands and beat them on them on their
own ground.
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Notes

1) You can only enter the expansion via an Adventure
card.
2) I use a Treasure Deck and some cards refer to
(Draw A Treasure Card), if you do not use a Treasure
Deck then can either change the text of the card or
make your own Treasure Deck, I started with the Treasure cards from the Vampire Keep Board and built the
deck from that. I might download some new treasure
cards at a later date.
3) Also just a word of warning the expansion has not
been playtested yet! or checked for errors.
4) The Expansion set is still in it’s early stages so
any ideas or new cards to add to the set will add to the
set greatly.
5) At the time of sending this expansion to you I
have not yet got artwork for the Draw a Dragon, I will
not be using artwork for this Card because of the cost
of ink. About the card, you will need to print the card
24 times for the Dragon Lands, 4 for the adventure
board and any other board you want more Dragon in.
Print out more or less of the Draw A Dragon card for
more or less of a challenge.
6) The Dragon Land Board is affected only by
Global Events.
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